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N. S. DOUGHERTY, Secretary.
CHAS. 11. O'ROUKE, Chief Pertilig^r Ia«pecv)f.
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President
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KKRTILIZ^^KR INSPKCTION DKRARTMENT.
BATON^ ROUGE DISTRICT—
Millard S. Perkins, lospector, Baton Rouge, La.
CALHOUN^ DISTRICT—
N. E. Calhoun, Inspector, Colhoun, La.
leesvlLLE district—
E. r. Sellers. Inspector, Alexandria, La.
terrebone district—
J C. Murphy, Inspector, Murphy P. 0.. La.
NEW ORLEANS DISTRICT—
Main Office Fertilizer Inspectioii Department;
Chas. A. O'Rourke, Inspector, 714 Un on St. New Orleans.
SUB-INSPECTION DEPARTMENT.
BATON ROUGB DISTRICT.
Irvin Maginnis ------- Alex'aiidria, La.
II. R. Bell - - - Alexandria, La.
D. I MuLDOON - - _ - - - _ Alexandria, La.
Henry Frith Buukie, La.
J. L. MoKNHiNVEG Opclousas, La.
CALHOUN DISTRICT.
J. J. RiCHAiiDS Lake End, La.
A. A. LeRosen - - - - - - - Shreveport, La.
J. E. Ransom ------- Monroe, La.
A. B. ( UDD - -- -- -- - Minder^ La.
Elmo Colvin - Ruston, La.
Tiios. II. Brown ------- Home?-, La.
U. O. Scott - -- -- -- -- Vidalia, La.
Terrebonne: district.
J. K. MiLACON - - Breaux Bridge, La.
A. A Morgan - - - - Lafayette, La.
T. L. Brous.sari) - - - - - - St. Martinsville, J.a
S. J. Bon villain - - - - - - - New Iber'a, La
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Maij^ OFriCE, Fertilizer Inspection Department,
714 Union St, Xew Orleans, Aug. 31, 1903.
21aj. J. G. Lee, Commissioner' of Agriculture and Immigration,,
Baton Rouge, La.
:
Sir—I beg to hand 3^on herewith final reports for the season
1902-1903, from Inspectors Calhoun, Murphy, Perkins, Sellers and
report for your Inspection Department for the year with final re-
port of x^ew Orleans District, annual statistical tabulation of ton-
nages inspected in Calhoun, Baton Kouge, Leesville, Terrebonne
and New Orleans Districts, with recapitulation tabulation of ton-
nages covering the work of inspection throughout the entire State ;
and a special report made in compliance with your request referring
to the work of this department and the inspection of commercial
fertilizers for the past seventeen years. Trusting all of them will
meet with your approbation, respectfully submitted,
CHAS. H. O'EOUEKE,
State Inspector Commercial Fertilizers and
Paris Green, N'ew Orleans District.
Main Oefice, Fertilizer Inspection Department,
,
714 Union St., New Orleans, Aug. 33, 1903.
Maj. J. G. Lee, Commissioner of Agriculture and. Immigration,
Baton Rouge, La.:
Sir—In submitting the documents referring to the work of
this department for the season 1902-1903, beg to report that 4,061
inspections were made during the season, an increase of 1,173 in-
spections over season 1901-1902. This handsome increase in the
number of inspections made was due by the operation of Act 48
of 1902, which makes cotton seed meal, when sold as fertilizer,
amenable to Act 126 of 1898, as there were 892 inspections of cot-
ton seed meal fertilizer during the season. Six hundred and sev-
enty-one of these inspections were made by the sub-inspection
departments of Calhoun, Baton Eouge and Terrebonne Districts,
while Inspectors Perkins (112), Calhoun (11), Sellers (2), Mur-
phy (33), OTiOurke (63) made the additional number of inspec-
328
tions of this commodity that go to make up the total of 892 inspec-
tions.
There were 67,922.60 tons (1,211,165 sacks) shipped. The
^commercial fertilizer tonnage (which includes all fertilizers, except
straight cotton seed meal fertilizer and' tankage) for the en-
tire season amounted to 31,230.60 tons (573,729 sacks), an
increase of 1,000.15 .tons (16,477 sacks) over season 1901-1902.
'The tankage tonnage for the season 1902-1903 amounted to 14,-
478.90 tons (192,792 sacks), a decrease business of 4,495.07 tons
•(55,932 sacks) compared with last season. The cotton seed meal
fertilizer tonnage for the season amounted to 22,213.10 tons (444,-
844 sacks), and this is the first year that this department has had
snpervision over this class of fertilizer. This cotton seed meal fer-
tilizer tonnage has offset a decrease of 4,495.02 tons in tankage
fertilizer tonnage for the season and effected a total increase bus-
iness in fertilizer tonnage for the season 1902-1903, as compared
with 1901-1.902, amounting to 18,718.18 tons (405,189 sacks).
The commercial fertilizer tonnage (which term applies to all
fertilizers, excepting straight cotton seed meal and tankage, sold for
use in Louisiana) has been handled by your Inspection Department
throughout the different districts, as follows:
N"o. Inspections.
BATO^sT ROUGE DISTRICT,
' No. T'on.s. No. Sacks.
M. S. Perkins, Inspector.
. . . 62 1,630.50 31,380
CALHOU^^^ DISTRICT,
iV. E. Calhoun, Inspector.
. .312 4,111.25 '81,896
LEESVILEE DISTRICT,
E. T. Sellers, Inspector
TERREBONNE DISTRICT,
98 1,344.05 26,081
J. C. Murphy, Inspector.
.
NEW ORLEANS DISTRICT,
. . 2 12.50 247
C. H. O'Rourke, Inspector, 2,371 24,132.30 433,925
2,845 31,230.60 573,529
The tankage tonnage (which term applies to the product of the
packing houses of the West. For further description of this class
of fertilizer see "State Chemist's Report'' contained in this pub-
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lication) lias been handled by the Inspection Department through-
out the cane growing sections of the State, as follows:
No. Inspections. No. Tons. No. Sackr,
BATON EOUGE DISTRICT,
M. S. Perkins, Inspector. . . . 88 3,489.30 47,274-
TEEREBONNE DIST'EICT,
J. C. Murphy, Inspector. . . .187 82,649*
NEW OELEANS DISTEICT,
C. H. O'Eourke, Inspector. . 49 4,333 62,8'69^
324 14,478.90 192,792
The cotton seed meal fertilizer tonnage (which term applies to
all shipments of straight cotton seed meal unmixed with any other
fertilizer ingredients, made by oil mills and fertilizer factories, ta
points in Louisiana) has been handled by the Inspection Depart-
ments and their respective sub-inspection* departments, throughout
the State, as follows:
No. Inspections. No. Tons. No. Sacksi
BATON EOUGE DISTEIOT,
M. S. Perkins, Inspector. . . .112 2,703.30 52,773
335 6,069.70 121,376
CALHOUN DISTEICT,
N. E. Calhoun, Inspector. . . . 11 228.25 4.565
212 4,163.10 83,260
LEESVILLE DISTEICT,
E. T. Sellers, Inspector. . . . . 2 19 380
TEEEEBONNE DISTEICT,
J. C. Murphy, Inspector... . 33 1,980 39,600
124 3,715.25 74,305
NEW OELEANS DISTEICT,
C. H. O'Eourke, Inspector. . 63 3,334.50 68,585
892 22,213.10 444,844
Eecapitulated, the work of the Fertilizer Inspection Depart-
ment for the season 1902-1903, irrespective of fertilizer classifica-
tion, or the work of the sub-inspectors,, has been as follows:
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No, Inspections. No: Tons. No- Sacks
"Baton Eouge District 597 13,892.80 252,803
1 alnouii District
. . . . 8,502.60 168,721
Leesville District 100 1,363.05 26,461
Terrebonne District 346 12,364.35 196,801
'New Orleans District 2,483 31,799.80 565,379
4,061 67,922.60 1,211,165
* Sub inspection means resident inspection of cotton seed meal,
when sold as a fertilizer.
Letters from each inspector are presented herewith and your
attention is respectfully referred to each. The system has now
reached a most complete state and there are but few improvements
that might be made. These are telephone facilities for the Cal-
houn. Terrebonne and New Orleans inspectors, and I hereby recom-
mend the installation of telephones in these districts at the office
of each inspector, if the service might be obtained at a reasonable
c-ost. On October 19, 1903, a letter was addressed to Superintend-
ent E. L. Powell of the Cumberland Telephone and Telegraph
Company, this city, requesting information as to cost of long dis-
tance telephone service for use at Calhoun, Ouachita parish, La.,
Inspector J. C. Murphy's residence, near Murphy Postoffice, Iberia
parish, and one for this office, 714 Union street, New Orleans.
Superintendent Powell's reply to this request was to the effect that
it would be necessary to contract for one year at the rate of five
dollars ($5.00) per month, for the use of a long distance telephone
connected with the company's telephone exchange at Monroe, La.,
for the service in Calhoun District. In reference to the telephone
at Inspector Murphy's residence, Superintendent Powell stated in
his letter of October 23, 1903, that about fifty poles Avere necessary
for the establishment of this connecting line with Jeanerette ex-
change and that it would be necessary for this department to pay
$1.30 for each pole besides entering into a contract for one year at
the rental rate of five dollars ($5.00) per month. For this office
the company would be perfectly willing to install a long distance
'phone "on direct line for the city connections" at the rate of ten
dollars and fiffity cents ($10.50) per month, and offer a discount
3f fifty cents per month if the quarterly sum of $31.50 be paid in
331
advance. These propositions involve sums of money that are in-
consistent with our needs and unless more reasonable rates are ob-
tained telephone service for Terrebonne and Calhoun Districts are
prohibitive at the charges the Cumberland Telephone and Tele-
graph Company quote. I understand that there is a case now pend-
ing before the Eailroad Com^mission of Louisiana, instituted by
Messrs. LeBlanc & Danes against the Cumberland Telephone and
Telegraph Company which involves the question of charges for
country telephone service, that will be decided by the State Eail-
road Commission December 15. Therefore, I suggest that this
mattter of telephone service for Calhoun and Terrebonne Districts
be held in abeyance until above mentioned case, is decided. In re-
gard to the ¥ew Orleans office 'phone, will endeavor to obtain rates
for a limited service 'phone and will submit the same to you for
your approval before contracting for a telephone for this office.
I would also suggest that some arrangements be made for the
inspection of Shreveport fertilizer at the factory so as to avoid the
extra expense of traveling to inspect shipments at destination,
when arrangements could easily be made to handle the business at
the starting point. Eighty per cent, of the inspections made in
Leesville District for the past season were of Shreveport fertilizer,
and the expense of handling the business after this manner is im-
practicable and too expensive. In dealing with the subject of
Shreveport fertilizer inspections in Annual Report for the Season
1901-1902, dated July 17, 1902, at Calhoun, La., (a copy of which
appears in Fertilizer Bulletin Is^o. 73), Inspector Calhoun pre-
sented this matter as follows : ''During a short time my work was
so badly scattered and came in such a rush that it was impossible
for me to reach all goods shipped before they were sold out. I
wrote the department and was relieved by being allov/ed an assist-
ant for a short while. Kow, I think possibly this can be remedied
by having, or allowing me to do, at least the most of my inspect-
ing of goods made at Shreveport, Minden and Euston,^ at the facto-
ries. I have visited the factories frequently the past season and I
find iliat tliey run possibly for two days in tlie week and then ship
o',it from tliese until it is exhausted, especially so with their cotton
ftnd corn mi.Tturep."
Your attention is also invited to paragraph four of my annual
report for the season 1901-1902 appearing in same publication
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(Fertilizer Buletin Xo. 73), which reads as follows: "I respect-
fully call your attention to that part of the inspector's letter from
Calhoun District in which Inspector Calhoun refers to local inspec-
tions. I would recommend that discretionary powers be allowed
him in regard to inspections of cotton and corn mixtures of the
Shreveport, Minden and Euston factories, at the same time adher-
ing to the established rule of this department relative to the inspec-
tion of all fertilizer mixtures marketed in this State. All fertil-
izer plants prepare for the busy season ahead of time by mixing
their most popular brands in large quantities at one time. Inspec-
tor Calhoun can easily avoid error by sampling large lots and keep-
ing account of number of sacks in pile by previously arranging with
shipper to this eifect. All the records of shipments made from his
territory, passing through his hands, he can easily arrange to con-
trol this feature of the proposition.''
In the presentation of these references would state that the
comm.ercial fertilizer business of Lecsville District does not assume
proportions that justify the em.ployment of an inspector for that
territory, alone, and I respectfully recomm.end that different ar-
rangements be made for that district for the season 1993-1904.
In regard to the ^^ew Orleans District, beg to state that the
work has now reached a point where it is impossible for one man
to perform the duties of the office without assistance. The tonnage
for the iSTew Orleans District has increased from 8,906 tons for the
season 1899-1900 to 31,799 tons for the season 1902-1903. The
growth of this tonnage alone would more than justify this request
for assistance—the first I have made—but coupled with the addi-
tion of other work arising from the inspection of cotton seed meal
fertilizer, the establishment of a more complete system for the
recording and control of each tankage shipment has brought about
a very large increase of work. This matter is most important and
the need of service is immediate. The work to be done at the pres-
ent tim.e is more than I can perform, so I trust you v/ill give this
subject your prompt attention.
Several shipments were seized during the early part of the
season, in New Orleans District, as a result of the cotton seed meal
coming under the operation of Act 126 of 1898. The outlook for
a favorable year for the season 1903-190-i is very fair and there is
every reason to expect a harmonious business void of the many dis-
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agreeable features that arose during the past season as a result
of the establishment of this new cotton seed meal fertilizer law.
Two shipments of commercial fertilizers made by the Virginia-Car-
olina Chemical Compan}^ to points in Tangipahoa parish were
seized as the shipments were made without department tags at-
tached, in. violation of law. These consignments were made in vio-
lation of Inw, ilnoiigh clerical erroT, I feel sure, and upon presen-
tation of Liiesc f ids to 3^ou, the shipments were ordered released
upon payment of all costs arising from seizures by the shippers^
which they paid. Fines were not exacted in these two cases.
In reference to certain shipments of fertilizers made by manu-
facturers, classified as "Special Brands/' "Special Formulas/' etc.,
I would invite your attention to the fact that such shipments are
generally made without any guarantee being given to the consign-
ment, or, if so, without evidence of the same upon the sacks. This
method attracted my attention when I first assumed the duties of
this office, but I have refrained from approaching the matter in
public report, fearing to infringe upon the rights of the State
chemist. These formulas assume the character of special orders
from consumers to the manufacturers for certain grades of mixed
ingredients and, in my opinion, the mixture should be guaranteed
by the manufacturer. The law does not specify or allow the ship-
ping of any fertilizer without guarantee and I respectfully recom-
mend that all manufacturers and dealers doing business in commer-
cial fertilizers in Louisiana be required to guarantee every shipment
they make for use in this State.
Another feature in the business of fertilizer commerce in Lou-
isiana, and like conditions prevail in a few other States, is the
broad allowance to manufacturers in guaranteeing the minimum
and maximum guarantees of chemical contents in fertilizer. In
some instances the guarantees of one ingredient ranges from one
to five per cent. It would seem, more consistent with accuracy to
require the manufacturers to show only the minimum, or a.ctual
amount of an ingredient guaranteed. This position has been taken
by several States having a similar law to our own. These varying
guarantees cause no little confusion in the minds of many farmers,
and to most, leads them into mistaken ideas as to the value of the
fertilizer. It is very seldom a mixed fertilizer exceeds the mini-
mum guaranteed, while the maximum is not often attained. This
334
method of guaranteeing is misleading to the purchaser. Leaving
the consideration of transaction between buyer and seller out of the
question, there is a percentage allowed by the present plan
of guaranteeing the chemical content of commercial fertilizers
in this State that misleads the farmer insofar as to what he might
expect and what he generally gets. Therefore, I respectfully sug-
gest that the department rule on this import-ant subject, that all
dealers and manufacturers in commercial fertilizers doing business
in Louisiana be required to guarantee only the minimum or actual
amount of fertilizing ingTedients contained in the product of their
manufacture and that the custom of manufacturers placing a mini-
mum and also a maximum guarantee upon specified chemical prop-
erties in fertilizer be discontinued, and only the minimum guarantee
of a named ingredient and no mention of its equivalent be allowed.
According to Hon. E. E. Rose, State cliemist, Agricultural Depart-
ment, State of Florida, whose statement in annual report for 1902,
I have the honor to quote:' "This position is also assumed by the
Association of Official Agricultural Chemists and the Association
of x\merican Agricultural Colleges."
In conckuling this report, I desire to thank every one con-
nected with the Inspection. Department for their prompt and effi-
cient work, also the State Chemist Department likewise. To all
the farmers and planters and plantation managers whom it has been
our pleasure to serve, to the railroad and steamboat agents, manu-
facturers and dealers in fertilizers, I desire to extend the thanks
of this department for their co-operation in the work. The season
has been a most prosperous one, though the hardest this depart-
m.ent has ever had. We have performed a work of which we might
trulv be proud, and with this feeling these reports axe submitted to
you with the hope that they wil meet a like spirit resulting m your
Approbation of them. Eespectfully
^^^'^^ O'ROURIvE,
State Inspector of Commercial Fertilizers and
Paris Green, New Orleans District.
Baton Rouge, La., Amjust 31, 1903.
Mr. Clias. H. O'Bourle, State Inspector of Fertilizer, 71-'^ Union
Street, New Orleans:
Dear Sir—In compliance with your letter of recent date, beg
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to submit my final report for tlie season of 1902-1903. As com-
pared with the work of last season the tonnage for Baton Eouge
District shows an increase of 420 inspections, 6,765.30 tons, 137,-
230 sacks. The business for the season 1902-1903 amounted to
597 inspections, 13,892.80 tons, 252,803 sacks. This large increase
-of businrps has been partly handled by the Sub-Inspection Depart-
ment of ihis dislric:-, established to control the inspection of cotton
seed meal fertilizer at the commencement of this season. The busi-
ness in this department has been handled as follows:
No. Inspections. No. Tons. No. Sacks.
3Ir. Irvin Maginnis, Alexandria, La., 37 431.05 8,613
Mr. H. E. Bell, Alexandria, La 60 284.60 5,682
Mr. D. I. Muldoon, Alexandria, La.
. 72 1,180.30 23,606
"Mr. Henry Frith, Bunkie, La 81 2,165.25 43,^305
Mr. J
.
L. Mornhinveg, Opelousas, La., 85 2,008.50 40 170
335 6.069.70 121,376
My duties for this season have comprised inspection of 7,823.-
10 tons, 131,427 sacks of fertilizers covered by 252 reports made at
the time of each inspection. This is an increase of 85 inspections,
695.60 tons, 15,854 sacks, for my individual field operations this
reason as compared with last.
The addition of cotton seed meal to the list of fertilizers amen-
able to the State fertilizer law has been the means of increasing to
no small extent the work in this district. The management of the
Sub-Inspection Department has required mmch time and attention,
though my remarks in this respect must be in no wise taken to
mean inefficiency on the part of the sub-inspectors for Baton Eouge
District. Each one has contributed his share to the exceptionally
fme showing made in this district this season and I desire to thank
each and every one, in public report, for the able manner and
prompt execution in the fulfillment of their duties which have been
sho^\m.^ At the commencement of the season some difficulties were
met with that seemed forerunners of a very unpleasant seasou in
regard to the establishment and maintenance of the cotton seed
meal fertilizer law, but in the few cases I refer to the shippers, upon
notification of the technical non-compliance with certain require-
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ments of the cotton seed meal fertilizer law showed every desire to
comply with the same and I am glad to state that there is not an oil.
mill in operation in this district that has not qualified to do busi-
ness according to the State fertilizer law, and there is every reason^
to look forward to a harmonious season, in this respect, for 1903-
1904.
The sample express case feature has proven advantageous and'
has been very convenient. The system at the present time is com-
plete and I know of no additions that might be made in the way of"
new features that would increase its efficiency. However, in re-
gard to the tankage business, some arrangements should be made
whereby the shippers would arrange for a more complete notifica-
tion of diverted shipments.
The field work for this season, especially during the spring,,
was much retarded by the inclement weather, as also by the high'
stage of the Mississippi river, and the shipments of fertilizers have-
shown a decrease this season as a result of this, and also the crevasse -
on Bayou Lafourche, to what it is reasonable to suppose they would:
have been, judging from the number of orders countermanded.
In concluding my report, I desire to thank you for the assist-
ance you have given, as also the planters and their plantation man-
agers for the many courtesies and co-operation they have extended'
to me in this work, and with assurance of sincere desire to promote-
to the highest point of efficiency the good work to be accomplished'
in the future, I remain, very truly yours,
MILLAED S. PEEKINS,
State Inspector of Fertilizers, Baton Rouge District.
Calhoun, La., September 1, 1903.
Mr. Chas. II. O'Bourke, State Inspector of Fertilizer, 71J^ Union
Street, New Orleans:
My Dear Sir—As per your request, I beg herewith to submit
my final report for season 1902-1903. During this season 535 in-
spections have been made in Calhoun District, amounting to 8,502.-
60 tons, 169,721 sacks, showing an increased business this year over-
last amounting to 210 inspections, 3,721.62 tons, 75,837 sacks.-
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The increase of work has heen handled by the snb-inspectors as fol-
lows :
N"o. Inspections. Xo. Tons. Xo. Sacks.
J. J. Eichards, Lake End, La 3 2,900
A. A. LeEosen, Shreveport, La. . . . 19 390.10 7,802
64 1,956.40 39,126
47 295.70 5,914
12 167.35 3,347
Thos. H. Brown, Homer, La.... 51 360.55 7,211
16 848 16,960
212 4,163.10 83,260
The total tonnage for Calhonn District for the season 1901-
1902 was 325 inspections, 4,780.98 tons, 93,884 sacks, showing
-some decrease in tonnage this season. This has been caused by a
portion of my territory being cut off and given to Leesville District,
^ilso by the excessive rains, high water and bad roads jnst at the sea-
i^on when all farmers buy the bulk of their fertilizer, causing many
io cut short their usual supply. I feel that my territory really
made an increase in commercial fertilizers, leaving olf the work
done by the sub-inspectors of cotton seed meal. Then, too, Sub-
Inspector Thos. H. Brown, at Homer, La., inspected the mixture
put up by the Homer Cotton Oil Company and it is credited as cot-
ton seed meal. In the early part of the season I found several cot-
ton oil mills a little inclined to rebel at the idea of having their
goods inspected, but later on all fell in line, that is, all that shipped
out cotton seed meal as fertilizer. I believe that all the mills in
this district qualified except the Hamilton Oil Mill, of Shreveport.
They did not offer cotton seed meal as fertilizer. I find nearly all
the mills ready to assist or do anything to facilitate our work, yet an
•occasional kicker. We were a little late in getting the cotton seed
meal fertilizer business in shape, but it is now very well organized
and I am sure can do most satisfactory work another season. In a
lew instances I have found the fertilizers shipped into this terri-
tory by certain manufacturers who have failed to notify this office
'of the shipments. The Jackson Fertilizer Company, of Jackson,
Miss., always m.ail their notices for this district to Baton Eouge,
which often causes an extra trip and extra expense to reach goods
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shipped. I find that the consumers are well pleased with the in-
specting of cotton seed meal as fertilizer. I feel under many obli-
gations to the trainmen of the V., S. & P. railroad for favors shown
me during the past season, ^^'ow, as to the advisability of putting
in a telephone, I believe it would greatly facilitate the work, often-
times, it would save the expense of going to' a place to inspect goods
before the arrival of same, which often occurs. Besides it would
put me in direct communication with New Orleans and Baton
Rouge offices. I have investigated and find that we can get a tele-
phone put in here at my office for five dollars ($5.00) per month,
connected with the Monroe exchange, but think possibly the depart-
ment could arrange with the Cumperland Company to connect with
all points from Monroe to Slireveport at same price. Thanking
you for your hearty co-operation and pledging my every effort to.
obtain the most perfect system of operation in this work, I am, with-
high regards and very best wishes, cordially yours,
N.'^E. CALHOUN,
State Inspector of Fertilizers, Calhoun District-
Alexandria, La., August 35, 1903.
Mr. Glias. TI. O'Eoiirle, 8tate Inspector of Fertilizer, 71J/- Union
Street, New Orleans:
Dear Sir—I herewith hand you my report of fertilizers in-
spected in the Leesville District from February to June of this
year. There have been one hundred inspections made, representing;
1,363 tons distributed, as follows:
Calcasieu 273.50
DeSoto 413.55
Grant 75
Eapides
, 157
Red River 152
Sabine
, 61
Vernon 181
'Winn 50
- Total number of tons 1,363.05^
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1 feel snre that a mucli larger amount would have been used by
ilie farmers but for the incessant rainfall which made the roads im-
passable, thereby preventing them from transporting their fertilizer
to the. farms. My relit: ciis with the purchasers of fertilizers have
been exceedingly pleasant; every one of whom seemed to take a
pleasure in showing me his goods and rendering me every assistance
in their power, and seemed anxious to comply with every require-
ment of the law. In a few instances I have heard of shipments
inade in violation of law, but upon investigation in each case have
found the shippers ever ready to comply with the law. I do not
believe there has been a single willful attempt to violate the law.
Thanlvdng you and all connected with the department for the nice
•treatment I have received, I am, very respectfully,
E. T. SELLERS,
State Inspector of Eertilizers, Leesville District.
Murphy P. 0., La., August 24, 1903.
J/r. Chas. E. O'Bour'ke, State Inspector of Fertilizer, 71J^ Union
Street, New Orleans:
My Dear Sir—Yours of the 20th to hand. There were 346
inspections made in this, the Terrebonne District, season 1902-1903,
Cotton seed meal fertilizer inspections made by sub-inspectors were
as follows
:
Ko. Inspections. ATo. Tons. 1^0. Sacks.
J. I\. Milancon, Breaux Bridge, La., 33 759 15,180
A. A. Morgan, Lafayette, La 17 527 10,540
T. L, Broussard, St. Martinsville, La,. 27 1,250 25,000
-S. 47 1,179.25 23,585
124 3,715.25 74,305
I made the following inspections. . . 222 8,649.10 122,496
346 12,364.35 196,801
I think proper to call your attention to the fact that there is
tmucli confusion caused by the diversion of cars from one place to
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another without proper notice to the inspector, and another mode
of handling tankage causes a great deal of confusion and some
little time and trouble. It is the transferring of tankage from cars
while in transit.
It was my unpleasant duty to cause to be seized four cars of
tankage for not being properly tagged, as the law directs. One car
of "Shrimp Hulls/' consigned to Barrow & Duplantis, from the
Earataria Canning Company, of Biloxi, Miss. ; one car of tankage
from the Crescent City StocL; Yards and Slaughter House Com-
pany, Ltd., of New Orleans, La., consigned to Messrs. Barrow &
Duplantes; two cars from Crescent City Stockyards and Slaughter
House Company, Ltd., of New Orleans, La., consigned to Mr. L. F.
Suthon, Honduras plantation. As soon as seizure was made and ship-
pers notified of fact they came forward and tagged the goods. All
costs were paid by them to Maj. J. O. Lee, commissioner, and goods
were released and inspected according to instructions from Maj. J.
G. Lee, commissioner. Mr. Bentz, representing the Barataria Can-
ning Company, called on me, pleading ignorance of the law in re-
gard to tagging goods, and was willing to fulfill all legal require-
ments, which he did at once. Much has been done to facilitate the
work of the inspectors by furnishing them with proper expense bill
forms, report blanks, etc. The sample cases are a great saving of
time and expense and very convenient. Yet the work is increas-
ing all the tim.e on the inspectors. The office work is getting to be
quite heavy where one is required to keep up correspondence with
department headquarters at Baton Eouge, the main office in New
Orleans, make out reports, keep day book and correspond also with
sub-inspectors and the planters when they get rushed. A telephone
would assist very materially and I think curtail the cost consid-
erably in the inspector's office. Hope you will urge the putting in
of 'phone. Yours very truly,
J. C. MURPHY,
State Inspector of Fertilizers, Terrebonne District
Maj. J. G. Lee, Commissioner of Agriculture and Immigration,
Baton Rouge, La. :
Sir—In compliance with your wishes in regards to a report
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from this office covering the work of the inspection of commercial
fertilizers under the supervision of the State commissioner of agri-
cnlture, from the passage of the tirst law enacted in Louisiana reg-
ulating the manufacture and sale of commercial fertilizers in this
State^ up to the present time^ beg tO' hand you ni}^ report. In the
compilation of these facts and the formation of a report covering
records for seventeen years^ and the gathering and concentration of
data scattered through the pages of seven biennial and three annual
reports of six commissioners of agriculture; and owing to the
vagueness of reference in a number of these reports to this important
branch of the service^ the scarcity of time for further research and
the lacking of necessar}^ data, I trust you will accept the good in-
tention of my effort as genuine where seeming lacking as to detail in
this report would otherwise tend to indicate a lukewarm effort.
The first official reference of the State commissioner of agricul-
ture to a fertilizer law for Louisiana is to be found in recommen-
dations of Commissioner Thompson J. Bird, in Biennial Report of
Commissioner of Agriculture, to his excellency, Samuel Douglas-
McEnery, issued in April, 1886, an abstract from which is as fol-
lows: "Your attention is also specially called to the complaint of
inferior fertilizers, sold in our market, made by some of our most
intelligent correspondents. The sale of inferior fertilizers is an
imposition upon our planters and farmers. It begets distrust in
their efficiency and prevents their universal use. It is now well
known that when properly compounded articles are intelligently
used they pay a handsome profit upon investment.
"But, unfortunately, no planter or farmer before trial can tell
a good article from a spurious one. They look alike, they smell
alike, they feel alike, and the most careful and experienced planter
is as often the victim of this fraud as the careless and inexpe-
rienced. Plence, the necessity of some law looking to the protec-
tion of the faruier in the purchase of commercial fertilizers. Every
State north of us, without exception, has laws regulating the sale
of fertilizers. These laws have for their object either an inspection
before sale, with prohibition of the worthless, or a guarantee with
the sale of its genuineness, and a means by which the guarantee
may be enforced. Wherever these laws have been adopted cheaper
and better goods have been offered on the market, confidence has
been established, sales have increased and, better than all, a contin-
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uaiis increase of knowledge on the part of the farmer as to what
constitutes a good fertilizer, the adaptability of the different crops,
- and his increased vigilance in securing such. Especially does
Louisiana need the protection of such a law; the Atlantic States
north of her have, by their laws, driven adulterated and low grade
fertilizers beyond their borders. She now offers a market to such
goods without let or hindrance, and to protect herself against the
-'refused goods' of other States, is now not only a 'consummation
devoutly to be wiphed,' but a necessity which cannot be postponed..
In most of the States a tax of fifty cents per ton, paid to the De-
partment of Agriculture, which issues therefor tags enough to 'tag'
a ton, is required of each manufacturer or dealer before he can sell
any of his wares. By this means, too, a considerable income is de-
Tived, which in nearly every State is used exclusively for agricul-
tural purposes. In Alabama two State experiment stations are
handsomely maintained by the income from the tax. In Georgia,
last year, over 180,000 tons of fertilizers were sold, yielding an in-
come of $90,000. We urgently recommend that a tax of fifty
cents per ton be placed upon fertilizers, by which means a revenue
may be derived that in time will entirely support the department,
and, in addition, create a surplus that we would recommend to be
equally divided between the sugar experiment station near New
Orleans, and the State experiment station at Baton Eouge, or so
much thereof as the board of agriculture may deem necessary.
With the tax, of course, goes protection to the farmer by the addi-
tion of either inspection or guarantee laws, as your legislature may
adopt. With such protection we can hope for an extended use
of fertilizers, and better and more profitable crops. Trusting that
our efforts will meet the approbation of your excellency and the
members of the general assembly, the foregoing is respectfully sub-
mittted. T. J. Bird, Commissioner of Agriculture.''
As a result of this recommendation, in the legislative session
of 1886 an act was introduced and became a law, known to the
^^tatutes as Act 51 of 1886. Thus the first legal requirement gov-
erning the manufacture and sale of commercial fertilizers in Lou-
isiana was established and on and after the first day of January,
1887, the supervision of and in^m^iQii of all commercial fertilizers
sold for use in this State w^ntru%4 to the bureau of agricul-
ture. Sections 8 and 9 of /^t 51 of WSQ, referring to the meth-
'
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ods to be followed out in the inspection- of fertilizers, gives strengtb
and meaning to the final sentence of Section 1, which reads
:
"The said bureau, in addition to the power conferred on it by
law, shall have power to make and establish rules to carry out the-
designs and purposes of this Act, and in conformity thereto."
Section 8. "Be it further enacted, etc., That the commissioner
of agriculture may obtain, or cause to be obtained, at his discre-
tion, fair samples of all fertilizers sold or offered for sale in this
State, from manufacturers or dealers, and shall have them analyzed
by the official chemist, and shall publish the analysis for the infor-
mation of the public."
Section 9. "Be it further enacted, etc.. That it shall be the
duty of every person who sells a lot or package of commercial fertil-
izer, upon the request of the purchaser, to draw from same, and in
the presence of the purchaser or his agent, a fair and correct sam-
ple in such a manner as the commissioner of agriculture may, by
regulation, establish."
This presentation of Sections 8 and 9 is made to somewhat ex-
plain the lack of reference in detail, in subsequent biennial reports
of commissioners of agriculture, and to establish, at the beginning,,
the discretionary powers in regard to the inspection of commercial
fertilizers, vested in the bureau of agriculture by the wording of
Sections 8 and 9, of Act 51 of 1886, approved July 3, 1886, and
effective "on and after the first day of January, 1887."
The next official reference to the fertilizer law is to be found
in Commissioner Thompson J. Bird's biennial report of 188S
(pages 4 and 5) . A little more than one year had elapsed previous
to this reference, since the operation of the law commenced, and
from Commissioner Bird's reference in his first biennial report,
after the passage of the law, it is evident that the first system of
collecting commercial fertilizer samples from shipments made to
points in Louisiana were obtained by the purchasers, a method
legalized by Section 9 of the law.
For the year 1889-1890 the progress of the work is shown by a
paragraph in Commissioner Bird's biennial report for these years,
addressed to his excellency, Francis T. Nicholls, governor of Lou-
isiana, under the heading, "The Fertilizer Law," on page 2, and i&
as follows :
• i
•
"The act regulating the sale of commercial fertilizers m this
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State, passed in 1886, hfis been in successfnl operation ever since.
It has received the cordial approval and support of onr farmers and
planters, and has been generally complied with by the dealers and
manufacturers of these wares. By its operation spurious goods
have been driven from our midst and now only first-class articles
find sale in the State. Our planters and farmers have learned, too,
to implicitly rely upon good fertilizers for handsome returns, when
intelligently applied. Again it has been beneficial in educating
our farmers to a discrimination in the selection of fertilizers. A
ii"ttle experience soon teaches them that partial manures may fre-
quently supplant complete ones, v/itli profit. The income from
the sale of tags has been gradually increasing, and the surplus, after
defraying expenses incident to the execution of the law, has been
used exclusively for the conduct of the experiment stations."
And then there is to be found the fourth official reference to^
the fertilizer law, that forewarned the results which ultimately
arose from the many weaknesses of the law, as originally framed.
To present the matter of conditions in a thorough light, paragraph
under the head, "The Fertilizer Law," and the only reference to
Act 51 of 188G that treats upon the subject in Commissioner T. S..
Adams' biennial report, April, 1892, is given herewith:
"The act,regulating the sale of commercial fertilizer in this
State, passed in 1886, has been in operation since that date. It
has received the cordial support of many of our farmers and plant-
ers and has been complied with by most of the dealers and manu-
facturers who sell in this State. Some few foreign manufacturers,
]t is believed, have sold goods through their local agents without
complying with the lav/. Facts have been obtained which will
enable us, we think, to bring the local agents before our courts for
violation of this hiAV, and the bureau will use every effort to secure
their punishment.
"The income from the sale of tags has not hr'O.n as large a.& last
year. This can be accounted for in tv/o ways : first, the low price
of cotton has deterred the cotton planter from its use ; second, the
sales mentioned above without the payment of the required fees."
Biennial report of Commissioner H. C. Newsom, addressed to
his excellency. Murphy J. Foster, governor of Louisiana, in iVpril,,
1891, treats upon the subject of the operation of Act 51 of 1886, as
follows: "The act regulating the sale of commercial fertilizers in
this State, passed in 1886, has been in operation since that date. It
has received the cordial support of nearly all the planters, and has
been complied with by most of the dealers and manufacturers who
sell in this Stat^:^. Several agents and dealers have not complied
with the law, and the State has promptly prosecuted them, both in
the civil and criminal courts. Appeal has been made in one case to
the United States Court, and your bureau has been served with an
injunction restraining them from executing the law in this case
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until a decision upon the merits of suit is rendered. A prosecution
in the Criminal Court of the State continues, with a verdict ex-
pected daily. I most, earnestly recommend that the law-be amend-
ed so as to avoid the question of "interstate commerce'' and force
all dealers who fail to comply with it to assum.e all risks of collec-
tion and be responsible for all damages arising from the use of fer-
tilizers not guaranteed according to law. By this amendment
f cv.^ sdl'. rs would be willing to incur the personal guarantee of crop
^^'•-^^'V''
-'^ o^iy ^^^ay ^^'l^ich the purity of goods could be esti-
mated, ciiid should such results be naught, a recover}^, before the
courts, of price paid, together with damages for the difference be-
tween wli at was obtained and what was reasonably to be expected.
A decision, recently rendered by the Court of Appeals in the Fourth
Circiiir, was based upon guch reasoning."
^
Thus, after these changes had been made to rectify and over-
'come the weak features of Act 51 of 1886, the establishment of a
more complete fertilizer law was accomplished in the general as-
-sembly of 1894, during the second year of Governor Foster's ad-
ministration, this revised law identiiied on the statutes as Act 72
of 1894; and in the Sixth Biennial Report of the Bureau of Agri-
culture, by Commissioner A. V. Carter, dated April, 1896, this ref-
erence to the fertilizer law, upon page eight, under usual heading,
'The Fertilizer Law," is to be found : "The Bureau of Agricul-
ture, in calling attention of farmers and planters of the State to
Act 72 of 1894, would state that up to 1886 the grade of commier-
-cial fertilizers sold in the State was so lo^Y and spurious that it was
necessary to pass a law for the protection of those using the same.
After the passage of the law in 1886 the grade of fertilizers
•changed to a higher quality and at once came into general use.
IBut the law of 1886 was found inadequate, and the law of 1894 has
"^iven more satisfaction and better protection to farmers and plant-
ers. The general use of fertilizers has increased the production
and, of course, the profit in farming to that extent. This law has .
been appreciated and respected by the great majority of farmers
and by almost all manufacturers. The enforcement of this was
made obligatory on the commissioner of agriculture, and I desire
and ask all farmers and planters to aid and assist me by refusing
to receive the sam.e unless bearing the commissioner's tag, and
promptly notify me of all violations of law. By renderini? this
•assistance the grade of fertilizers will be kept up and the sale of
same be increased. All fertilizers sold without being duly tagged
are considered fraudulent fertilizers, and the price fo? same cannot
be collected by law."
So far as I glean from the document, this is the only reference
made to the fertilizer law by Commissioner Carter in hiis biennial
report of 1896, and as the report does not refer to inspection of fer-
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tilizers by representatives of the bureau, I infer that samples were
still obtained by the purchasers.
To bring the matter of these facts to a better basis for under-
standing I desire to state that "Acts 41 and 56 of 1880, and re-
enacted by, respectively, Acts 54 and 53 of 1884 identified the work
. of agi-iculture and the work of immigration separateh^, and that up
to this time there existed a bureau of agriculture and a bureau of
immigration, with a commissioner for each. Act 141 of 1894 es-
tablishes one bureau, etc., for both purposes, repeals all conflicting
laws (Sec. 6) and imposes on the commissioner all the duties of
the commissioner of agriculture and immigration, respectively."
(See "Eevised Laws of Louisiana," by Solomon Wolff, page 6.)
The supplementary to biennial report of Commissioner of Ag-
riculture and Lnmigration J. Gr. Lee, dated May, 1898, to his excel-
lency. Murphy J. Foster, governor of the State of Louisiana, which
comprises a reference to department work in general from July,
1S96, to Ma}^, 1898, has devoted to the question of fertilizer inspec-
tions remarks regarding the efforts made along this line, and the
financial showing made, for the above mentioned period of time.
Having already obtained the necessary data from the books of the
department's office at Baton Eouge and from the State auditor's
office^ which will enable me to present this financial part of the
seventeen years^ records in regard to the operation of the fertilizer
law in Louisiana since 1886, I will refrain from presenting here.an
abstract of that part of the supplemental report which treats the
subject of finance, and wdll confine this reference entirely to that
part' of the report that refers to a reduction of the inspection fee
that has been influential in bringing about a most favorable con-
dition of affairs for this department. Up to the time of this sup-
plemental report the residue of moneys remaining after the ex-
penses of sustaining the inspection department had been met—an
expenditure involving the costs of tags, printing, traveling ex-
penses and clerk hire—went to the two experiment stations. Baton
Rouge and 'New Orleans. In this supplemental report Commis-
sioner Lee suggests that the fertilizer law (Act 72 of 1894) be so
amended as to admit the North Louisiana Experiment Station to an
equal share of this fund with the other stations. In commenting
upon the operations and supervision of the fertilizer law, Com-mis-
sioner Lee states: "The bureau has been active in its efforts to
execute these laws. Two or more inspectors have been constantly
in the field during the fertilizer season, and vigorous inspection has
been pursued. Since the last report, and up to date, more than
four hundred inspections of fertilizers have been made. Samples
of each lot inspected were secured and analyses made and published
in Bulletin N"o. 49, known as the ^Fertilizer Bulletin,' for the in-
formation of the public. Only two violators of the law were found.
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Suit was at once instituted against them^ and several cases are now
pending in the State courts^ the sums sued for in the several cases-
aggregating more than one-half million dollars." Continuing fur-
ther^ the report reads: "The complaint has been made by dealers
and manufacturers in commercial fertilizers, and also b}^ some pur-
chasers of fertilizers, that the inspection tax of fifty cents per ton
is too high ; that it encourages sales without the tags ; that a twenty-
five cents per ton taggage would not be violated, and that the pro-
ceeds thus resulting would equal the proceeds arising from the
fifty cents per ton taggage now charged. Since the object of the
law is to protect farmers against fraud in fertilizers, it is evident
that the smaller amount (twenty-five cents) will secure that pro-
tection just as the greater amount (fifty cents) now secures it. If
that be true, and since the farmer himself finally pays the tax, why
tax him the greater amount, when the smaller amount secures him
the result sought? It is therefore suggested to your excellency
that the law be also amended on this point."
And thus it came to pass that conditions had arisen to justify
and require the third re-enactment of a law that means so much to
Louisiana agriculture and legitimate business—the manufacture
and sale of commercial fertilizers. The State Constitutional Con-
vention of 1898 investing the powers and authorizing the super-
vision of maintaining effective control of the manufacture or sale,
in this State, of fertilizers and paris green for the suppression of
adulteration and fraud therein, with the Louisiana State Board of
i\.griculture and Im^migration, presented in Article 306, have been
j)erpetuated in regard to fertilizers by the enactment of Act 126
of 1898, drafted from Act 72 of 1894, with objectionable features
of both the Act of 1894 and Act 51 of 1888 eliminated. This law
reduced the inspection fee from fifty to twenty-five cents per ton,,
as a result of the recommendation of Commissioner Lee.
Annual Eeport dated March 20, 1899 (Vol. 8), by Commis-
sioner J. G. Lee, upon his retirement from the commissionership of
agriculture, comments most favorably upon the operation of Act
126 of 1898, and, after stating that a better system of organiza-
tion had been established in the Inspection Department and the
better results obtained under the revised law. Commissioner Lee
refers to the financial outcome of the reduction of inspection fee
from fifty to twenty-five cents. I Avould present this gratifying
comparison of finance regarding revenues (page 3, paragraph 2) :
"j^otwithstanding the taggage fee was reduced one-half, the
amount arising from the sale of tags up to date has been $5,238.20.
For the corresponding date of last year it was $5,065.95, thus show-
ing an increase of $172.25 for the present year, and the late injury
to the cane crop has materially reduced fertilizer sales."
In State Chemist's Report, of volume 9, (biennial report of
1899-1900) this reference is made to the fertilizer law (page 33,.
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paragrapli 3) : "The fertilizer law has been most energetically
executed this year. Nearly every lot, large or small, sold in the
State, has been inspected, sampled and analyzed. In many in-
stances planters and farmers have sought of their own accord in-
-spection and withheld payment for the goods until guarantee was
sustained by official analysis. Nearly one thousand samples have
thus been obtained. The law is growing in popularit}^, as its pro-
tective measures are recognized."
In Annual Eeport, volume 9, covering the period of time from
Hay, 1899, to July, 1900, is to be found this report to "His Excel-
lency, Murphy J. Foster, Governor of Louisiana," dated April,
1900, issued during the first year of Gen. Leon Jastremski's regime
as commissioner of agriculture and immigration, and upon the
-subject of the fertilizer law, this reference is made: "No better
evidence of the efficacy of farmers' institutes and of the agricul-
tural experiment stations in agricultural instruction and progress
could be offered than the increa-sed quantities of commercial fer-
tilizers used, as shown in the report of Dr. W. C. Stubbs, which
will be herewith transmitted. The receipts from the tagging of
fertilizers for the current season will show an additional increase
over the past year. The law is operating satisfactorily and few
<3omplaints have been made."
In supplementary report by Commissioner J. G. Lee, under
date May 1, 1902, to His Excellency, W. W. Heard, Governor of the
State of Louisiana, this statement is found, which eventuated in the
enactment of the cotton seed meal fertilizer law, in the legislative
sessions of 1902 : "It would not be proper to leave this subject
without calling your attention to the great demand which we are
receiving from farmers ; r j
i
lviiters from every quarter of the
-State for the inspection of cot ion seed meal which was excepted at
the time the fertilizer act was framed. There is no doubt at all
that great fraud is being practiced in its adulteration, both as fer-
tilizer and as feed, and since cotton seed meal forms the basis of
all fertilizers sold in the State, except tankage, it is very impor-
"tant that its quality should be guaranteed. Many of the States
include it in their fertilizer law and I so recommend that this act
he so amended as to place it under the provisions of this act."
So, up to volume 8, Annual Eeport of 1898-1899, each bien-
nial report from 1888, has some reference to the operation of the
fertilizer law, though in none of these reports does any accurate
record of fertilizer inspections exist.
Thus, from a research of biennial reports of the Bureau of
Agriculture, and tracing the records of biennial statements made
by Commissioners Bird, Adams, Newson, Carter, Lee, Jastremski
and Lee, through the administrations of Governors McEnery, Nich-
olls, two terms of Gov. Foster, and part of our present executive.
Gov. W. W. Heard's term, three years of prosperity passed; after
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tracing the animal fertilizer bulletins from Bulletin No. 25, dated
October, 1888, consulting Bulletins Nos. 17, 18 and 25 of the first
series, and Nos. 1, 12, 18, 23, 31, 39, 45, 49, 54 and 58 of the second
series, all of which show reports of analytical and laboratory work,,
with full and most complete information as to the work performed;
by the State Chemist Department—but which in no wise assist in
the determination as to actual field inspection work done by the
inspectors of fertilizers, if any were in the field—the first official
recognition to be given the Inspection Department, in public re-
port, is to be found in Bulletin 'No. 65, issued during the latter
part of the year 1901, though reference to inspection work is to be
found in Commissioner Lee's supplemental report of May, 1898.:
These facts are stated plainly that my inability to make a more
complete report might be better understood. There is every rea-
son to assume from the biennial reports of 1890, 1892, 1894 and
1896 that the methods of obtaining fertilizer samples for these
years, allowed by Section 9, Act 51 of 1888—a section perpetuated
in both provisional re-enactments of 1894 and 1898, i. e., that sam-
ples were drawn from consignment by the purchaser in the pres-
ence of the dealer and one witness and forwarded to the commis-
sioner of agriculture for analysis, properly labeled and sealed.
Thus for eight years following the enactment of one of the best
intended laws that conld strengthen the conditions of an agricul-
tural people there has been followed out the execution of this law's-
requirements to an extent, surpassing in the work, it is to be hoped,,
than appears by so limited references to the same, in biennial re-
ports from 1888 to 1898. This important branch of the service
deserves as much recognition as the State Chemist's Department^
by virtue of the fact that under present conditions one could not
exist without the other. Prom 1898 up to the present time, more
consideration has been paid: the publication of the work of the In-
spection Department by virtue, perhaps, of more work having been
performed along this line, and it is to be hoped that this good pol-
icy will continue.
In consulting the books of the State auditor's office, from
1887, an item is (o be found, dated May 25, 1894, indicating that
John C. Vancr acted as fertilizer inspector for a short period of
time from that date. The name of M. 0. Bienil appears, dated
July 1, 1895, while Mr. Jas. F. Finnegan (February, 1896), com-
pletes the number of names of parties appearing up to, and includ-
ing, the year 18'96 who acted as fertilizer inspectors, though the
official report records do not indicate that these parties made any
report of their work.
Mr. W. L. Clark, Jr., (April 5, 1897), was the first fertilizer
inspector under the administration of Commissioner Lee; E. A.
Dennett (March 3, 1898), second; J. J. Waddill (September 7,
1898), third; W. T. Jones (January 17, 1.899), fourth; S. P. Col-
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vm (January, 1899), fifth; Jno. A. Texada (January, 1899)^
sixth; M. S. Perkins (February, 1899), seventh; N. S. Williams-
(February, 1900), eighth; Chas. H. 0'E.ourke (October 22, 1900),
ninth; J. C. Murphy (October, 1900), tenth; N. E. Calhoun (Sep-
tember, 1900), eleventh; Ben H. Lyons (April, 1901), twelfth;
E. T. Sellers (February, 1903), .thirteenth, while for the year 1898-
there are reports of inspections made by N. S. Dougherty.
By consulting "Records of Inspections'' books from the years
1898, 1899, 1900, information as to the names of inspectors of fer-
tilizers are shown, though while a record of paris green and fertil-
izer inspections exist for these years, though not totalized, scarcity
of time will not permit of this being done at the present time. It
will be found by consulting these records that the following offi-
cial_ inspectors of fertilizers were in the field at the periods of time-
indicated, and to make complete this record, the names are shown
under the name of the district thev were appointed to
:
ISTew Orleans District—March 7, 1898, E. A. Dennett; Sep-
tember 7, 1898, J. J. Waddill; October 22, 1900, Chas. H.
O'Eourke.
Baton Eouge District—^March 24, 1898, N. S. DouP-hertyr
January 17, 1899, M. S. Perkins.
Terrebonne District—January 17, 1899, W. T. Jones, Frank-
lin, La.; January 29, 1900, K S. Williams, Gibson La.; October
1, 1900, J. C. Murphy, Murphv P. 0., La.
Calhoun District—March 11, 1898, S. P. Colvin, Euston, La.;
N"ovember 17, 1900, ^s^. E, Calhoun, Calhoun, La.
Leesville District—February 20, 1901, Ben H. Lyons, Lees-
ville. La.; February 10, 1903, E. T. Sellers, Alexandria, La.
Mr. J. A. Texada (February 3, 1899), was located at Boyce,,
La.
Upon entering the duties of inspector of fertilizer and paris
green, for the State Board of Agriculture and Immigration, in the
New Orleans District, October 22, 1900, my initial work was-
greatly facilitated by the valued information given me by my pre-
decessor, Mr. J. J. Waddill. In justice to this gentleman, I desire
to state that the form of the present inspection report blank, and
the system of reporting, with the standard of sample box now in
use are due to his judgment, as they were established, and that the
information of fertilizer tonnages for the season 1899-1900, which
v/ill J)e referred to later on, are to be found in book on hand in this
office, posted by Mr. Waddill. These records show that for the sea-
son 1899-1900 there were 12,338 tons of fertilizers shipped to
points in Louisiana, the only available records to compare from.
For the season 1900-1901 there were 43,558 tons shipped, an in-
erease of 13,256 tons over the season 1899-1900. (See Fertilizer
Bulletin 65.) The continued growth of the fertilizer business in
Louisiana is exemplified in annual statistical table of comparison.
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fertilizer tonnages, which appears in Bulletin 73, for the seasons
1900-1901, 1901-1902. As compared with season 1900-1901 (-13,-
558 tons shipped) the total number of tons of fertilizers shipped
during the season 1901-1902 amounted to 49,20^1 tons, an increase
of 5,646 tons over the previous year.
For the season 1902-1903 a total of 67,922.60 tons of fertil-
izers were shipped to points in Louisiana, showing an increase of
18,718.18 tons over the previous year, of which 22,213.10 tons con-
stitutes cotton seed meal fertilizer, a commodity made amenable to
the fertilizer law (Act 126 of 1898) by Act 48 of 1902, effective on
and after September 1, 1902. Thus, from a tonnage standpoint,
in considering the growth of business, by consulting the records of
the State Board of Agriculture and Immigration's Fertilizer Inspec-
tion Department, we find a tonnage grown from 6,733 tons in 1886-
1887, to the gratifying amount of 67,922.60 tons in 1902-1903. The
growth has been' gradual, though the bulk of this handsome in-
<;rease must be allotted to the seasons since 1899-1900. This grat-
ifying result of progress has been divided in its growth throughout
the inspection districts of the Inspection Department, as will be
noted by the compilation of figures given in the tabulation below
:
Calhoun District.
Leesville District
Terrebonne Dis.
.
Baton Rouge Dis
New Orleans Dis.
Total number in-
spections
Season 1900-1901 Season 1901-1902
J
Season 1902-1903
Inspec-
tions. Tons.
Inspec-
tions. Tons.
Inspec-
tions.
Tons.
229
25
243
104
1793
2,768
335
8,017
5,243
27,193
325
101
228
177
2057
4,780
1,401
7,775
7,127
28,118
. 535
100
346
597
2483
8,502.60
1,363.05
12,364.35
13,892.80
31,799.80
2394
*43,556
2888
t49,201
4061
67,922.60
Total number
tons shipped.
.
.
*Two tons short. fThree tons short.
These figures compiled from Fertilizer Bulletins Xos. 65, 73
and tabulations that will appear in Bulletin Xo. 76. Fractional
part of tons not shown in above tabulation.
So as not to conflict these facts with report of revenues for the
past seventeen years, and especially with records of tag sales for
tonnage, which will be presented later, I would call your attention
to the fact that while these annual reports of fertilizer tonnage
shipped by manufacturers and dealers to points in Louisiana are
compiled from individual reports of State inspectors and their sub-
inspectors, and accurate insofar as any mathematical calcula-
tions of this nature are apt to be, there is bound to exist
•3-:2
that differential between the figures giving the number of
Ions shipped and the number of tons tags were sold for,
in a given season, by virtue of the fact that it is more often th^j
case with manufacturers to have tags left on hand at the end of a
season than otherwise. To my personal knowledge, over 21,000
tags, sufficient to cover 1,558 tons of fertilizer, were recently re-
stamped for the season 1903-1904 and returned to one fertilizer
manufacturing establishment who had purchased them during the'
season 1902-1903. The records of tag sales for the season 1902-
1903 show that 1,382,859 tags were sold, while the report of tlie
Inspection Department for the same season shows that only 1,211,-
165 sacks were shipped.
^
As your Inspection Department has noth-
ing to do with the sale of tags or the changing or exchanging of
tags, and to avoid any misunderstanding of the figures givcm in this
report, this statement is made.
During the legislative session of 1902, and to meet the require-
ments of conditions existing in the cotton seed meal commerce of
the State, a law was passed (Act 48 of 1902) amending Act 126 of
1898, making cotton seed meal, when used as a fertilizer, a com-
modity to which the State fertilizer law applied. State Chemist
W. C. Stubbs has found a repetition of this law necessary to his
report, and I respectfully refer the attention of those who are uct
acquainted with the wording of the law, to this part of the State
Chemist's report, that Avill be printed with this report and to which
I have the honor to refer.
After a thorough organization of districts during the two years
previous to 1903 had been perfected and their identity well estab-
lished, and maps printed and distributed to the different manufa-:-
iurers and dealers doing business in fertilizer in Louisiana, perfect-
ing a better method of record keeping and the establishment of the
'New Orleans office as a main office for the handling and checking
of all fertilizer samples en route to the State Chemist Department,
n better system for the control of tankage inspection, necessitating
the keeping of a record of each individual shipment made to a point
in Louisiana, by the New Orleans office, we were well prepared to
enter into the season 1902-1903 with its increased burden of work,
resultant from the enactment of Act 48 of 1902,
The inspection of sixty-seven thousand tons of fertilizers seems
but a simple task when reduced down to the medium of transmis-
sion by report to printer's ink, but the activity in this line of work
for the Inspection Department has taxed every inspector connected
with this branch of the service to his fullest capacity. The work
performed in every district is highly creditable and presents a sys-
tem for the inspection of commercial fertilizers unsurpassed by any
other State in the Union. The business has increased steadily.
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since 1899, as an evidence of which a table showing the business for
the past seventeen years is given herewith
:
NAME OT GOYEKNOB
Samuel D. McEnery
Samuel D. SlcEnery
Francis Nicholls.
Francis T. Nicbolls.
Francis T. Nicholls.
Francis T. Nicbolls.
Murphy J. Foster.
.
.
Murphy J. Foster.
.
Murphy J. Foster. .
Murphy J. Fo.ster...
Murphy J. Foster.
.
.
Murphy J. Foster...
Murphy J. Foster...
Murphy J. Foster. .
W. W. Heard
W. W. Heard
W. W. Heard
NAMB OF
COMMISSIONKB.
Thompson J. Bird l."?«-iS?7
Thonrpson J. Blrdilbc'T-lf-?.^
Thompson J. PArd l'-^H-i:^^0
Thompson J. Bird ],-8>-l^v.'
Thos, S. Adams. . . icii.t>-i-i'l
Thos. S, Adams. . . lS01-l'\>-5
Henry C. Newsom IHC-i-y;-
Henry C. Newijom!l^<J3-2>'j-'
A. V. Carter
1
1^94-1^05
A. "V. Cart.er.
U. G. Lee
J. G. I.ee
Leon J astremski.
J. G. Lee
J. G. Lee
J. G. Lee
. G. Lee
IXo-l^l-
1;<9^-1H99
1H99-1900
19t>i)-i90i
UK)1-1902
1903-1903
C,
.
i;>>:i
.:)i;7!il
7
.:>ti^ 12
,: 4ijj 8,
,772i 4,
210,13,
630 1 14,
076
'23,
8-«i31,
332
j
47,
930 53,
869-; 77,
50
3,366
4.099.
5,11-9.
6,121.
3.S72.
6.624
4,9o2.
2,.:?91.
5.026.
6,275
7,203.
5,970.
I
7.953.
11,988.
50 13,449.
20 19,415.
Q
^ ^a X
:
: o Q
P o
00
c p B
•J -1 o
s: c
CT re CI-
S CI O,
:66.50 1
2,899.50'
1
2.109.75 3
1,121.55.5
l,Ct« 14
1,572.50 2
15 2,624. 15] 4.
25|1, 142.49 3.
6111,641 6li
25 1,670.07'3.
13,755 2
60 503.60,6.
56|5.079.95
46 1,481.81 6
57 5,327.8l!6
97 6,449.9l|7
05|9,638.97|7
.SCO
,200
,000
,000
,CiO0
400
010
789.7&'
750
356.
500
700
b-go.ei
,471.65
,680.7&
,000
,500
Cash on hand to the credit of the fertilizer fund after all ex-
penses for the season 1902-1903 were paid, except printing Annual
Fertilizer Bulletin, $2,278.08.
^Vlien we consider the reduction of the inspection fee from
fifty cents to twenty-five cents in 1898, in consulting this tabulation
of revenues arising from the sale of fertilizer t<ags, for the past sev-
enteen years, we must realize the magnificent progress made in this-
department since 1898. The sale of tags for the season 1902-1903
IS nearly eight hundred per cent greater than in 1886-1887, and over
three hundred per cent of this handsome increase has occurred since
1898. While the enaetment of Act 48 of 1902, which makes cotton
seed meal, when used as a fertilizer, applicable to the fertilizer law
of Louisiana (Act 126 of 1898), has exercised a very marked in-
fluence upon the grovrth of this revenue, the progress in the sale
of other grades of fertilizers is easily understood by consult-
ing the fi.gures as shown above, up to and not including the rev-
enues for the season 1902-1903. These tabulations compiled from
the records and books of the Baton Eouge office, go to evidence the
result of a well organized and systematized department controlling
the inspection of fertilizers marketed in Louisiana.
The enactment of Act 48 of 1902, made it necessary for the es-
tablishment of a system to control the inspection of cotton seed meal
fertilizer shipped to points for use in Lonisiana. After careful,
consideration and due deliberation, in conjunction with the fact that
the business for the season 1901-1902 had taxed the Inspection De-
partment to the fullest extent, it was decided best to handle the bulk
of the cotton seed -meal fertilizer business by the appointment of
sub-inspectors at points in the different inspection districts conve-
nient for the handling of the increased business. With this idea in
view, a Sub-inspection Department was established in Baton
Eouge, Calhoun and Terrebonne Districts under the supervision of
Inspectors Perkins, Calhoun and Murphy. The work performed
by these inspectors has been highly creditable, the promptness and
dispatch in the performance of their duty redounding to the honor
and credit, of this department. I cannot refrain from according,
them a hearty acknowledgment for their valued service and express-
ing a deep appreciation for the same. Following is a. list of names
of the different sub-inspectors, showing their district location and'
amount of work done by each during the season 19 02-19 0'3 :
BATON" EOUGE DISTRICT^ MILLARD S. PERKINS, INSPECTOR.
N"o. Inspections. No. Tons. No. Sacks...
Irwin Maginnis, Alexandria, La... 37 431.05 8,613
H. R. Bell, Alexandria., La 60 284.60 5,682
D. I. Muldoon, Alexandria, La 72 1,180.30 23,60&
Henry Frith, Bunkie, La 81 2,165.25 43,305
J. L. Mornhinveg, Opelonsas, La.. 85 2,008.50 40,170'
Total number of inspections made by sub-inspectors, 335;
number of tons cotton seed meal fertilizer inspected, 6,069.70;
number of sacks cotton seed meal fertilizer shipped, 121,376.
CALHOUN DISTRICT^ N. E. CALHOUN^ INSPECTOIL
No. Inspections. No. Tons. No. Sacks..
J. J. Richards, Lake End, La 3 145. 2,900
A. A. LeRosen, Shreveport, La 19 390.10 7,802'
J. E. Ransom, Monroe, La 64 1,956.40 39,126'
A. B. Cndd, Minden La 47 295.70 5,914
Elmo Colvin, Ruston, La 12 167.35 3,347
Thos. H. Brown, Homer, La 51 360.55 7,211-
H. 0. Scott, AT'idalia, La 16 848. 16,960
Total number of inspections made by sub-inspectors, 212 ; num-
ber of tons cotton seed meal fertilizer inspected, 4,163.10; number
of sacks cotton seed meal fertilizer shipped, 83,260.
TERREBONNE DISTRICT, J. C. MURPHY^ INSPECTOR.
No. Inspections. No. Tons. No. Sacks.
J. K. Milacon, Breaux Bridge, La. . 33 759 15,180
A. A. Morgan, Lafayette, La 17 527 10,540
T.L. Bronssard, St.Martinsville, La.27 1,250 25,000
S. J. Bonvillain, New Iberia, La. . .47 1,179.25 23,585-
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Total number of inspections made by ' sub-inspectors, 124;
nnmber of tons cotton seed meal fertJizer inspected, 3,715.25; num-
ber of saclvs cotton seed meal fertilizer shipped, 74,305,
Therefore, G71 ont of 4,061 inspections made by this depart-
ment, covering 13,948 tons, 278,941 sacks, of cotton seed meal fer-
tilizer, vrere haLdled by the Sub-inspection Departments of Baton
Eougv, Ualiioim nud Terrebonne Districts, as per above statement,
compiled from individual reports. These sub-inspectors report
veach iiispecLion of cotton seed meal fertilizer they make, and forward
their report with sample obtained from shipment to the inspector
of the district in which they are located. Each sample is sealed
by means of a copy of the inspection report being pasted entirely
around the pasteboard box,, and v/hen the inspector for the district
^obtairs a sufficient number of these samples, they are forwarded to
this office in lots of twenty-five and fifty. Each subinspector
makes out his report with four carbon copies—retaining original
report for his information; sending district inspector duplicate,
commissioner quadruplicate copy, 'New Orleans office triplicate copy,
and the fifth copy is pasted around the box containing sample and
is sent to the State Chemist Department. By this system five com-
plete records of the subinspection work are obtained and three
checks to each sub-inspection that has maintained beyond a doubt
the correctness of our report records, is established. This Avork is
very carefully performed and if the State chemist's report refers
do this branch of the service I think he will verify this satisfactory
condition.
To facilitate the transportation of these fertilizer samples we
have established a sample-express-case system. These cases have
been made in two sizes. One size will hold twenty-five sample
hoxes ; the larger size case will hold fifty^sample boxes. Three cases
are used for each district, and three for the transportation of sam-
ples between the Kew Orleans office, 714 Union street, and the State
'Chemist Department, Audubon Park, Few Orleans—twenty-seven
cases in all. By this system a case is in possession of each interested
party, while one is in transit. Arrangements have been entered
into with express companies and the cases are returned to original
shipping point as "empties," at a reduced rate, like in the produce
business with empty egg cases. The business has developed to a
point that warrants a local express concern to return these cases
from the State Chemist Department to this office free of cost, and
the sample-express-case f'^ature has not only facilitated the work
but has offered a means of properly protecting the samples obtained
by representatives of this department while the same are being
transported to this office and to the State Chemist Department.
The supervision of this new law and the establishment of a
system that would meet the requirements; the advertising, corre-
:spondence and demands upon the Fertilizer Inspection Department
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for each inspector's attention has been great. Every cotton seed oil
mill in Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas and Eastern Texas, and
every person whom we were ahle to find out were interested in cot-
ton seed meal shipments to points in Louisiana, were notified of
the law; copies of the law (Act 126 of 1898) with Amendment Act
48 of 1902 being sent them. A number of seizures were made of
cotton seed meal fertilizer shipped in violation of the law, but in
each instance the shipments were released upon payment of all costs
arising from seizure, by the shipper, fines not being exacted owing
to the fact that the season of 1902-1903 was the first season in
which the law^ was operative. We are now starting out upon the
second year of this lav/'s existence with prospects very favorable for
a satisfactory season. The manufacturers and dealers doing bus-
iness in cotton seed meal fertilizer in this State are more fully ac-
quainted wuth the law and a compliance with the law as a result of
this and a perfected system of inspection will prevail.
During the past season 22,213.10 tons, 444,844 sacks, of cot-
ton seed meal fertilizer were shipped to points in Louisiana, cov-
ered by 892 inspections, as follows
:
No. Inspections. No. Tons. No. Sacks.
Inspections made by sub-inspec-
671 13,948.05 278,941
BATON EOUGE DISTEICT—
Millard S. Perkins, Inspector. , 112 2,703.30 52,77^J
CALHOUN DISTRICT—
N. E. Calhoun, Inspector 11 228.25 4,565
LEESVILLE DISTEICT—
E. T. Sellers, Inspector 2 19 38(>
TEEEEBONNE DISTEICT—
J. C. Murphy, Inspector , 33 1,980 39,600
NEW OELEANS DISTEICT—
Chas. H. O'Eourke, Inspector
.
. 63 3,334.50 68,585
Total number of cotton seed meal fertilizer inspections, 892;
total number of tons cotton seed meal fertilizer shipped, 22,213.10;
total number of sacks cotton seed meal fertilizer shipped, 444,844.
In compliance with the law, there was, in Bulletin No. 25, and
the first bulletin published after the original fertilizer law, Act 51
of 1886, had been passed, a list showing that thirty-three different
brands of commercial fertilizers were duly registered by ten man-
ufacturers and dealers for the season 1888-1889. The registration
of brands of fertilizers have varied in number from season to sea-
son, since the operation of the fertilizer law commenced, though it
is only in recent years that an impetus has caused a steady increase
in number with the growth and expansion of business. Experi-
ments and new methods have added greatly to this growth of regis-
trations of fertilizer brands, while competition in the fertilizer bus-
iness has been an influence. For the season 1902-1903, ninety-fc
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mcanufacturers registered two hundred and forty-nine brands of fer-
tilizers^ classified as follows :
Mannfactnrers. Is^'o. of Brands.
Commercial 23 175
Tankage 13 13
Cotton Seed Meal 58 61
Total 94 249- -
This reference to brand registrations do'es not ajiply to the
numerons shipments of fertilizers made withont" guaranteees, or reg-
istrations, nnder the classification of "Special Formula/' ''Private
Formula/' etc., referred to in my annual report for the season
1902-1903.
The tankage business in Louisiana has grown to handsome pro-
portions and is used chiefly in the sugar sections where high am-
monia fertilizers are sought. Below will be found a comparison of
tonnages that gives a clear idea of this class of fertilizer business,
so far as the work of this department is concerned, for the past
three seasons:
Season 1900-1901 16,007.56 tons shipped
Season 1901-1902 18,973.97 tons shipped
Season 1902-1903 14,478.90 tons shipped
The decline in tonnage of this class of fertilizers for the season
1902-1903, as compared with tonnages of two previous seasons, is
partly attributed to the severe weather conditions prevailing
throughout the Stat^i during the early part of 1903, and to high
^ater in the Mississippi river, a-nd crevasses. This tankage ton-
nage has been handled by the different inspection districts °of this
department as follows
:
Season Season Season
1900-1901 1901-1902 1902-1903
Baton Rouge District 3,691 4,729.50 3,489.30
Terrebonne District 7,971.56 7,763.98 6.656.60
:New Orleans District 4,345 6.480.49 4,333
16,007.56 18,973.97 14,478.90
The commercial fertilizer business has continued in its growth,
and from available records I am enabled to show in this report the
growth in this branch of the fertilizer business in Louisiana, by dis-
tricts, since 1900-1901—the records for 1899-1900 only showing
that a total of 17,964.35 tons were shipped. Of course, you under-
stand that the term ''commercial fertilizer," as we apply it, refers
to all fertilizers excepting straight cotton seed meal fertilizer and
tankage. The below tabulation, compiled from annual statistical
reports of fertilizer tonnages for the seasons 1900-1901, 1901-1902
.and 1902-1903 (copies of which appear in Fertilizer Bulletins Nos.
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65, 73 and 76), will give an idea as to the growth of business in this
branch of fertilizer commerce in Louisiana since 1899
:
Season Season Season
1902-1900
Eaton Rouge District 1,552.86 2,398. 1,630.50
Calhoun District 2,768.15 4,780.98 4,111.25
Leesville District
.;. , . 335.75 1,401 1,344.05
Terrebonne District 46.50 12 12.50
i^ew Orleans District .
, ,
. . 22,847.57 21,638.47 24,132.30
27,550.83 30,230.45 31,230.60
Eecapitulated, irrespective of classification, the work of the
Fertilizer Inspection Department throughout the different districts
for the past three years, in tonnage, is as follows
:
Season Season Season
1900-1901 1901-1902 1902-1903
Baton Eouge District 5,243.86 7,127.50 13,892.80e
Calhoun District 2,768.15 4,780.98 8,502.60a;
Leesville District 335.75 1.401. 1,363.05
Terrebonne District 8,017.56 7,775.98 12,364.35i;
New Orleans District 27,193.07 28,118.96 31,799.80
43,558.39 49,204.42 67,922.60
G 6,069.70 tons of this tonnage inspected by subinspectors.
4,163.10 tons of this tonnage inspected by subinspectors.
V 3,715.25 tons of this tonnage inspected by subinspectors.
As to the number of inspections made, the following compila-
tion of figures will evidence the increase of business from a stand-
point that verifies the statement that the Fertilizer Inspection De-
partment is taxed with work to the fullest extent
:
Season Season Season
1900-1901 1901-1902 1902-1903
. . . 104 177 597e
Calhoun District 229 325 535a;
Leesville District 25 101 100
Terrebonne District . . . . , 243 228 346^;
I^ew Orleans District 1,793 2,057 2,483
2,394 2,888 4,061
e 335 inspections of this total number made by subinspectors.
a; 212 inspections of tliis total number made by subinspectors.
V 124 inspections of this total number made by subinspectors.
The transportation of 1,211,365 sacks of fertilizers, aggrega-
ting in weight 67,922 tons, requires about sixty-five trains of fifty
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cars eacli—a length of railroad cars, if placed in one continuous-
line^ wonld extend twenty-five miles in length. The system for the
inspection of this steadily increasing hnsiness has reached a most
gratifying state of ethciency. The planters and farmers have all
been most conrteous. ^\e have accomplished a work that deserves
their good will, and enjoying the good will and confidence, we must
contimie to be worthy by following out to the interest of all, 'the
exact wording of the fertilizer lav:.
The business has now reached proportions that make this
branch of the service very important. The planters and farmers
have long since realized the value of the law, while manufacturers
enjoying protection from the evil of spurious competition have come
to recognize the law as commendable. As a result of the eificiency
of the work, both in this and the State Chemist Deparhncnt, the re-
port of analysis of the State chemist is often used as a basis of set-
tlement between the buyer and seller of fertilizers in Louisiana.
And as the business has grown in 3'ears gone by, so will the
same continue to pros]3er in a future that holds forth so much of
wealth in a State so rich in soil; and as education continues onward
the march of science and the value of rotation and fertilization of
crops become better understood, this continued growth will still pre-
vail until the State of - Louisiana has reached the height of her ag-
ricultural zenith and shall have then reached a stage in the fertilizer
business that is now practically in its infancy.
Eespectfully submitted
,
CIIAS. H. O'EOURKE,
State Inspector of Commercial Fertilizers and Paris
Green, 'N'ew Orleans District.
Main Office, Fertilizer Inspection Department, 71-1
Union St., Xew Orleans, La., ^n^ov. 30, 1903.
